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Transmit the following in | a 
(Type in plaintext or code) e | i 

Via ALRTEL . ALRMALL 
. (Precedence) i] 

et em ee eee eM ee Oe OR eh ee 

Q TO; DIRECTOR, FBI (62-109060) 
) 

( FROM: SAC, HOUSTON (62-2115) 

SUBJECT; ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT 
JOHN FITZGERALD’ KENNEDY 
1/22/63, 
DALLAS, TEXAS 

\ rs 

\cVY ReButel call to HO, 4/4/77. 
< \ 
ies Enclosed for the Bureau are one typewriter ribbon: and 

if typewriter samples. 

To , For information of the Bureau, the enclosed typewriter. 

«! {*t xibbon was removed from a typewriter which was found in the , 

| 2 vehicle of GEORGE DE MOHRNSCHILDT shortly after his death. iv 

Ladner . 
oo . Houston is unaware of the actual owner of the type- —~ 

7 “2 writer. 
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FD-36 (Rev. 2-14-74) 

;~/*  These items are being furnished the Bureau so that 

|. they \%11 be available if any comparative tests are to be 

“% eonducted at a future date. No specific request of the Lab 

. is being made at this time. 
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by SA RALPH .P. HIMMELSBACH. Mrs. NICKUM. advised that -during -~ 

the period 1959 to 1971, she operated a typing and public... 

stenographer service in Washington, D. C., operating first as 

ee “on 4/4/77, Mrs./ NICKUM was contacted ‘telephonically.’ 

Helen Nickum Public Stenographer and later as Helen Nickum:and 

Associates. She was located originally. at .1741:K Street, i%. | 

Washington, D..C., then later at 1747 K Street, then finally... 

at 18474 L Street. a ae neg tga te 
Ch ee 

Mrs. NICKUM related that on the day President KENNEDY - 
was buried in November, 1963, she was called upon by BOOTH =. 

MOONEY to retype a manuscript for resubmission to the publisher . *. 

for republication. The manuscript was for a book written by ~~ 

MOONEY and first printed in 1956 by the Hearst Avon Publishing: 

Company, and entitled "The Lynden Johnson Story." 200 0: 

Mrs. NICKUM advised she had read the first edition | 

of this book when it was originally published in 1956, and she . 

subsequently read the December, 1963, edition which was reviewed 

by the "Washington Post" in February, 1964. She said the second 

edition varied from the first only in that two new chapters, the 

first and the last, had been added to the book. The first 

chapter dealt solely on the assassination of President KENNEDY. 

Mrs. NICKUM continued that the author -of the book, 

BOOTH MOONEY, had been an executive assistant to LYNDEN JOHNSON, 

and tha after leaving JOHNSON, he represented the Hunt Oil 

Compa : kin Washington, D. C. He subsequently returned to the - 

servi. st of LYNDEN JOHNSON. . . Bae tg asta lee tPibegta ee tat plas 

Mrs. NICKUM observed that the MOONEY manuscript, which © 

was given her to retype in November, 1963, was very clean and. - 

could have been submitted as it was. She speculated that the 

only reason it may have been retyped was to renumber the pages. 

to account for the inclusion of the new first and last chapters. 

“Mrs. NICKUM further claims that in 1960, she had typed | 

up a budget for the “Bay of Pigs" invasion to accompany a report’ 

also typed up for HOWARD HUNT, then employed by the CIA, and: 

working under the cover of the Mullen Company, a management . 

consulting firm in Washington, D. C. She said this was in‘! 

approximately 1960. She said that she had given all of this 05 

information to SAM DASH, an investigator, during the Watergate 

investigation of 1973¢. 0 0 ee ek ha eee 
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